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govt
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New Delhi: The Andhra Pradesh government on Sunday admitted that 21 Muslim
youth were wrongly detained and tortured for the blast probes at Mecca Masjid,
Gokul Chat and Lumbini Park in May and August 2007.

Earlier, the State Minorities Commission had released a report stating that over 20
Muslim youth were illegally detained and tortured by the police.

Each of those youth will now be given a grant of Rs 30,000.

“The youth were arrested wrongly in the Gokul Chat, Lumbini Park and Mecca
Masjid blasts on the basis of suspicion but were proven innocent. Now
compensation worth Rs 30,000 is being paid to them in the form of an
auto-rickshaw," Minister for Minorities Welfare, Mohammed Ali Shabbir, said.

What happened

On August 25, 2007, nearly 44 people were killed, over 100 were injured when
explosions ripped through the recreational centres in Lumbini Park and
Hyderabad's famous Gokul Chat Bhandar in Kothi locality.

Hundreds of people had gathered to see a laser show at the Lumbini Park, situated
near the Andhra state secretariat in the heart of the city.

As the show was underway, a powerful blast ripped through the middle row of the
open-air auditorium at 1940 hours IST.

The blast was so powerful that some of bodies were flung into the air and scattered
all over the area leaving at least seven dead and 29 injured.

Over the next two days, the city police took 25 people into custody.

They were picked up from various lodges and hotels in Hyderabad on suspicion.0 0
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from ijpatil at 11:41, Nov 10, 2008
First of all the responsible personnel into this intentional wrongful arrests should be prosecuted
for religious discrimination, harrassment etc....

from pisceanamir at 20:28, Nov 09, 2008
What would all psuedo-nationalists say now when the ball is in their court..who were shouting
their hearts out at muslim hands in blast...its a congress sponsored investigation for vote-banks
right...if you have any shame left come out and except whats the truth!

from jaykuppur at 15:14, Nov 09, 2008
The reported admission by the Andhra government that 21 Muslim youth were wrongly detained
and tortured in connection with Mecca Masjid, Gokul Chat and Lumbini Park blasts is really
shocking.

It is increasingly becoming clear that the politically abused and misused police force is totally
ill-prepared to act against terror. Under pressure to produce results, it is arresting and torturing
innocents. This is unacceptable and the police must be made to pay for this. But, the obligated
political masters may not be able to act and fix responsibility and
this is the other side of our failure to fight terror. Police integrity and credibility has taken a
severe beating on account the reported abuse. Severe repercussions will follow. Everything
done by police will be suspected and it will open up scope for even real terrorists to get benefit
of doubt.

All this point out one consistent fact, i.e., the police must be freed from political control. Only an
accountable and independent police force can fight against terror. The acts constituted to check
police abuse will now enable the designated authorities to act as the nexus of obligation cease
to exist. The need is to create a police force that can exercise its power and authority
independently only with suitable responsibility and accountability built into its working. Unless it
is freed from POLITICAL control, neither it can fight terror nor it can be made accountable for its
lapses.

from max100ae at 14:53, Nov 09, 2008
these people should be given atleast rs.10 lakh as compensation.
can the govt compensate the mental torture and pressure that their families underwent?

from thebaigs at 13:18, Nov 09, 2008
This is the least the Andhra Government can do for all those who've suffered in the hands of the
police. But its not about the compensation now, they should be given back their lost dignity and
a clear record.
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